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I wandered lonely as a war-poet: Locating the individual in the unimaginable 

by Henry Wong 

 

Each village in the Tarn seems smaller and sleepier than the last. Tourists had deserted 

France’s southwest region when I visited in September, accentuating the holy trinity of 

French villages: boulangerie, church, war monument. Reading sixteen names on a 

village’s monument is a poignant reminder of the world wars’ local devastation. Even 

more poignant is seeing surnames repeated in those lists. Locating the micro in the 

macro contextualises, clarifies, intensifies tragedy. It is a familiar concept.1 But Sidney 

Keyes, Timothy Corsellis and Anna Akhmatova write the individual into war poetry in 

exciting ways; charging the genre with newly relevant perspectives that ensure they 

will be read in twenty years’ time.  

 

  White, Oxford-educated and doomed, Keyes is catnip for the British public. But he is 

weirder than his credentials suggest. In ‘Remember Your Lovers’, ‘truth came prying 

like a surgeon’s knife / Among the delicate movements of your brain’. Keyes’s images 

are sometimes clunky (‘death’s unquenchable wisdom’) but his ‘surgeon’s knife’ is 

precise. Truth comes ‘prying’ like a curious parent, then shifts to a stringent surgeon. 

The next line intrudes; the knife moves against the ‘delicate movements’ of the brain. 

What are the ‘delicate movements’ of a brain? We think of CT scans lighting up or head-

rushes of emotion. Keyes thinks of both at the same time. It is metaphysical; embodying 

what T. S. Eliot called that genre’s ‘telescoping of images’.2  

 

  Keyes expresses his poetic voice, his ‘I’, by manipulating genres. Poems without his 

first person narrator like ‘William Wordsworth’ and ‘Greenwich Observatory’ – though 

unusual, fitting appreciations of Romantic poets – lack urgency. Comparing them with 

the abandoned ‘us’ of ‘Elegy’ – where ‘us’ is contrasted with the ‘you’ who ‘slammed the 

door’ – reveals the power Keyes finds in the personal.  

 

                                                        
1
 The famous quotation ‘A single death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a statistic’ is 

hesitantly attributed to Stalin, but the concept is much older.  
2
 Eliot, T. S., Selected Prose of T. S. Eliot, ed. Kermode, F., (Faber & Faber Ltd: 

London,1975) pg. 60. 
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   ‘War Poet’ confronts genre from its title, denying a coherent vision from the start: ‘I 

am the man who looked for / peace and found / My own eyes barbed’. Keyes imagines 

himself as a war-torn Lear, who ‘groped for / words’. Then, abruptly ‘I’ is a ‘builder’ 

whose ‘firm walls / surround / a slipping land.’ The division of ‘walls’, ‘surround’ and 

‘slipping land’ compounds the instability. Keyes’s imperatives – ‘Mock me not chain me’, 

‘Cast me not down’ – give way to ambiguity. Its final declaration taunts: ‘my face is a 

burnt book / And a wasted town.’ Keyes is everything, all at once, constantly providing 

new routes into war through his ‘I’. The difficulty to pin him down – war-poet? 

Metaphysical poet? – commands re-reading.  

 

  Corsellis is metaphysical too; his Shakespearean sonnet ‘Amethyst Crucifix’ is 

reminiscent of Donne’s ‘The Relic’. His images are similarly telescoped in ‘What I Never 

Saw’:  

 

Then came the queuing, the recurrent line of pungent men 

Dressed in dirt with mud eating their trouser legs, 

The collar that is cleaner than the shirt. 

 

Many critics have tried to explain the power of John Singer Sargent’s WW1 painting 

Gassed. But Corsellis’ ‘mud eating their trouser legs’ comes closest to evoking its 

depiction of warfare’s effect on bodies. Corsellis’ poetry often reads like a Singer 

Sargent painting that has been left out in the rain; pretty and poetic but its pastels have 

been muddied by war’s ‘ghastly lure’. 

 

  His telescoping also evokes journalism. In ‘Dawn After the Raid’, the crescendo of 

similes – ‘the programme seller in the audience’, ‘the swimmer in a surging sea’, ‘the 

Britisher in a foreign country’ – amplifies the first stanza’s truism: ‘Life busied itself 

with death.’ It could also be a guide to writing effective war features. Corsellis wants the 

reader to know what war feels like. ‘What I Never Saw’ features memorable reporting 

from the trenches: ‘Bound by no ideal of service / But by a common interest in 

pornography and a desire to outdrink one another’. The blunt honesty (‘no ideal of 

service’), the casual shock (‘common interest in pornography’) and reveal of military 

behaviour (‘outdrink one another’) read like poetic Gonzo journalism; a Hunter S. 
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Thompson or Hemingway exposé about soldiers. Where Keyes opens up routes, 

Corsellis forces the reader into the trenches. 

 

  Corsellis resigns himself to ‘the inevitable adjectives’ (just as Keyes ‘groped’ for words) 

thereby anticipating modern trends in war journalism. Single images now sum up entire 

conflicts; shell-shocked Syrian children haunt Twitter. Corsellis predicts this trend, 

exemplified in the aptly named ‘News Reel of Embarkation’. Knowing questions (‘Where 

are you going to, laughing men? / For a holiday on the sea?’) meet embittered non-

punch lines: ‘There’ll be no jokes when you come back / And bloody little glory’. This 

visceral reporting – a uniquely bitter and sincere poetic voice – makes Corsellis 

resonant for modern readers. It is insta-war poetry; immediately shareable, re-readable.  

 

  If Keyes and Corsellis telescope images, Akhmatova pins them to a wall. In ‘Love’, she 

bites like a Russian Wendy Cope: 

  

He loved three things alone: 

White peacocks, evensong, 

Old maps of America. 

He hated children crying, 

And raspberry jam with his tea, 

And womanish hysteria 

… And he had married me. 

  

Akhmatova provides an underrepresented feminist framework for war. 

In the autobiographical Requiem sequence, Akhmatova recounts the arrest of her son, 

likening his death to Christ’s in ‘Crucifixion’. While there is place for the ‘loved disciple’ 

and Mary Magdalene who ‘beat her breast and wept’, ‘for the Mother, where she stood 

in silence, – / No one as much as dared to look that way.’  

 

  This is Akhmatova’s challenge: vocalising the mother’s ‘silence’, writing herself into 

Christianity’s most famous narrative. ‘Epilogue’ follows ‘Crucifixion’ and is not a 

goodbye, but a new foundation with Akhmatova’s trademarks. An alliance to nature – 

‘may the melting snow drop like tears / From my motionless bronze eyelids’ – 
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accentuates her earthly transience. Her maternity is introduced and then stolen away 

over a stanza break: 

  

Again the hands of the clock are nearing 

The unforgettable hour. I see, hear, touch 

  

All of you: the cripple they had to support 

  

The ominous tone builds, as the ‘hands of the clock’ approach. But the tactile trio ‘see, 

hear, touch’ remains hopeful; a familiar and familial feeling. The stanza break shifts 

meaning; the sense of touch has been perverted. It now reinforces the march of time 

(the clock’s hands) and distance from her son, rather than a mother’s caring touch. Like 

Keyes, her ‘I’ is unstable, expressing the complexity of Akhmatova’s grief.  

 

  Akhmatova feels her tragedy acutely, but knows that life continues: ‘And the prison 

pigeons coo above me / And the ships sail slowly down the Neva.’ These anaphoric final 

two lines erode Akhmatova’s loss; natural imagery (pigeons) escalates to the industrial 

(ships) before giving way to the mighty (the Neva river). This juxtaposition of personal 

and epic (Russia, the crucifixion) lays Akhmatova’s ‘I’ bare. The tension between the 

public, private and political accentuates it. Akhmatova is writing her own grief, but it is 

shared with a generation of Russian mothers. Simultaneously, she frames her loss 

against Russian history (the ‘bronze eyelids’ refer to the statue of Peter the Great in 

Saint Petersburg). And all of this is set in the crucifixion narrative. It is complexly 

layered, successful, and Akhmatova never loses sight of her individual suffering. 

 

  Akhmatova will benefit from translation’s current popularity: Elena Ferrante’s 

Neapolitan novels dominates bookshops, the debut album from Christine and the 

Queens was partially translated from French for chart success. Translation (literally) 

provides Akhmatova’s writing with new meanings. D. M. Thomas’ poetic translation of 

‘поминальный as ‘the unforgettable hour’ reveals how translation energises poetry (its 

literal translation is ‘memorial’). Later, Thomas interprets ‘As one does when a corpse is 
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being removed’ as ‘Half wak- / ing, as though at a wake’. That translation is striking, 

playful, and should excite a new generation of Akhmatova readers.3 

 

  In Sofia Coppola’s Marie Antoinette, the doomed queen runs down a corridor, crying 

about scandalous (though not slanderous) rumours. ‘What Ever Happened’ by The 

Strokes plays: ‘I want to be forgotten, / And I don’t want to be reminded’. I remember 

that scene because it is a relatable moment in an otherwise unrelatable life. These poets 

find the individual in the unimaginable with similar success. Locating the individual – 

Mother Mary in Russian prison queues, the jaded war journalist in a twenty year old – 

creates fresh perspectives on war. Keyes’s experimental style most clearly shows why 

we will return to them: they are not afraid to fail. To return to Eliot, Keyes leaves behind 

a ‘heap of broken images’ (The Waste Land). Though war denied Keyes and Corsellis 

further opportunity to experiment, we are left with individual and unusual poetic 

voices. And through these sometimes-failing, always-thrilling voices, we shall return to 

them and find newly relevant meaning for decades to come.  
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 Her credentials are bolstered by her lover Amedeo Modigliani’s popularity, who will 

receive a comprehensive survey at the Tate Modern in 2017. 

http://quoteinvestigator.com/2010/05/21/death-statistic/
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